
RISI’s Consumables Cost Index - Methodology

42 lb. Kraftliner, US South

The Consumables Cost Index (CCI) tracks the dollar per ton changes in costs for the most volatile inputs used to make 
and deliver paper: fi ber, energy, and transportation. 

For 42 lb Kraftliner, US South CCI illustrates how changes in the prices of fi ber, energy and transportation affect mill 
costs on a dollar per short-ton basis. Each component of the index is generated by multiplying calculated consumption 
rates for the consumable material times regional unit costs for the same material. The fi nal CCI is calculated by 
summing all the individual subcomponents together. 

 CCI component = Regional Unit Costs x Calculated Consumption Rates

 CCI = Sum of fi ber, energy and transportation components

Consumption rates are calculated based on a weighted average of relevant mill consumption rates from RISI Cost 
Benchmarking. RISI’s cost benchmarking group uses a mass and energy balance approach to calculate machine-
by-machine consumption rates for key natural expense categories. Below is the methodology for fi ber, energy and 
transportation cost calculations:

Consumables Cost Index Components

Fiber Costs

Wood fi ber consumption is based on typical and/or known yields for the pulping process used at the mill. Several 
variables are considered when wood consumptions are calculated for pulp mills: amount of purchased chips; wood 
species used; debarking method; type of digester; cooking process; and bleaching sequence.

Purchased market pulp, pulp substitutes (subs) and recovered fi ber prices are estimated on a regional basis. Pulp 
subs and other recovered paper prices may be adjusted for delivery costs. Because these prices are prone to volatility, 
RISI uses quarterly averages in its cost benchmarking methodology.

Energy Costs

Energy costs are determined by the energy balance of the mill. The balance is made up of the consumption of the 
energy and co-generation capacity of the mill. For example, the energy balance for a pulp mill would be modeled based 
on the mill's consumption of purchased energy and its internal generation of heat and electricity.

Estimates for both fuel and electrical power consumption are based on the grade(s) produced and the process 
equipment used at the mill. The level of technology and technical age of the machines are also evaluated and the 
impact on energy effi ciency is modeled. For example, North American pulp mills have signifi cantly reduced their major 
capital expenditures which has left them with lower quality assets and therefore higher power and steam consumption 
values when compared to the global industry average. If a mill's co-generation capacity is suffi cient, it may produce 
excess energy compared to the consumption by the mill. In these situations, one or more of the following three 
assumptions are used:

• Energy credits are estimated for sold heat (steam), bio-fuels (hog/bark) and electricity to the extent considered part 
of normal pulp and paper manufacturing operations.

• Excess electricity can be sold to a national grid if surplus capacity is available and connection to the grid is possible. 
In these cases, electrical rates are normally adjusted downward to account for market prices of electricity being sold 
by a third party.



Each benchmarked mill is compared against external public references on an annual basis to validate the consumption 
values of the energy model.

Transportation Costs

 Transportation costs are measured by mill, taking into account various logistical segments including means of 
transportation, loading/unloading costs as well as other charges and are measured in terms of delivery to Chicago. 
Chicago was chosen as the destination because it is the hub for the delivered open market prices that are published 
in Pulp and Paper Week. For the CCI, these costs are then indexed using US No. 2 Diesel to determine changes 
over time.

Consumption Factors

Consumption factors indicate the amount of each key consumable used in making one ton of fi nished product. Outside 
of revisions these will remain fi xed at their 2012 Q1 levels. The reason these will remain fi xed is so that changes to the 
CCI indicate price changes only. 

There are currently no set dates for revisions to the consumption factors. Typically, government economic data undergo 
signifi cant revisions every fi ve years, refl ecting shifts in the markets during that period. It is likely that the consumption 
factors will need to be changed at least this often, since the mix of inputs required to make a ton of product will change 
as mills or machines enter the market, leave the market or shift their mix of inputs if the prices of the different raw 
materials move in different directions. 

RISI wants to have the leeway to create a CCI with a new base for consumption factors when conditions warrant a 
change rather than being tied to a set schedule. Whenever the consumption factors are reset, the process will be well 
publicized. In addition, RISI will be able to continue publishing an index that uses the 2012 Q1 consumption factors 
alongside one using a new base period for the calculation as long as they are needed, since the only thing that will be 
changing on a regular basis will be the input costs. 

On-line Detailed Cost Table

Each new CCI calculation is accompanied by an online data table that details the consumption factors, input prices 
and calculated costs for each index subcomponent. The detailed table also includes a section that puts the CCI 
components into perspective with the other less volatile cost components and the open market price for the product. 
The additional cost components for this table include estimates for other cash costs, capital cost and SG&A estimates. 
All of these series come from RISI's Cost Benchmarking service, and refl ect the weighted average for the mills in 
the market. 

The other cash cost estimates include labor (hourly and salaried), chemicals, maintenance, other materials and waste. 
These costs are much less volatile over time than the CCI components, and the fi gures in the table refl ect the straight 
weighted average fi gures that were pulled from the Cost Benchmarking results. 

Estimated capital costs are determined through investment history using straight-line depreciation over 17 years and 
the cost of capital. Capital costs include fi xed assets (e.g. machinery, plant & equipment) and depreciation.

Estimated SG&A (Sales, General and Administrative) includes selling expenses and overhead, including inventory and 
taxes. These values are captured from actual fi nancial reports where available and modeled where they are not. 

PPI Pulp & Paper Week introduced the “open market” price series in March 2013 with history going back to 
March 2012, and this series was included in the table. Prices before March 2012 are estimated retroactively by 
RISI economists.

Deliverables

 A chart tracking the CCI for the past eight quarters will be published in the Paper Packaging Monitor (PPM) each 
month. This chart includes values for the total index (all combined cost factors), as well as each of the three 
subcomponents (fi ber, energy and transportation).



An online data table that details the consumption factors, input prices and calculated costs for each index subcomponent. 
The table includes ancillary quarterly data for anyone who would like to track the CCI for a period greater than is being 
shown in the PPM. 

The update of the input costs that are used in the CCI are scheduled to be set 45 days after the previous quarter ends. 
The online components of the CCI will be updated as soon as the data become available. The printed chart with the 
update will then be published when the next PPM is released.

Mills Included in 42 lb Kraftliner, US South CCI Calculation

Below is the list of mills included in the calculation of the consumption factors for the US South kraftliner CCI, along with 
their capacity in the fi rst quarter of 2012. The capacity fi gures were used to generate the weighted averages for all of the 
consumption factors. 

Company Mill Name Capacity

Finished Short Tons per Year

2012 Q1

Boise DeRidder Mill - Deridder, Louisiana  649,741 

Georgia-Pacifi c Cedar Springs Mill - Cedar Springs, Georgia  785,398 

Georgia-Pacifi c Monticello Mill - Monticello, Mississippi  1,110,270 

Georgia-Pacifi c Palatka Mill - Palatka, Florida  35,700 

Green Bay Packaging Morrilton Mill - Morrilton, Arkansas  304,162 

International Paper Bogalusa Mill - Bogalusa, Louisiana  892,498 

International Paper Mansfi eld Mill - Mansfi eld, Louisiana  881,786 

International Paper Orange Mill - Orange, Texas  767,548 

International Paper Pensacola Mill - Cantonment, Florida  542,637 

International Paper Pine Hill Mill - Pine Hill, Alabama  562,274 

International Paper Prattville Mill - Prattville, Alabama  1,099,555 

International Paper Red River Mill - Campti, Louisiana  978,178 

International Paper Rome Linerboard Mill - Rome, Georgia  856,798 

International Paper Savannah Mill - Savannah, Georgia  565,843 

International Paper Valliant Mill - Valliant, Oklahoma  978,178 

International Paper Vicksburg Mill - Vicksburg, Mississippi  535,499 

Interstate Resources Riceboro Mill - Riceboro, Georgia  323,086 

KapStone North Charleston Mill - N. Charleston, South Carolina  446,249 

KapStone Roanoke Rapids Mill - Roanoke Rapids, North Carolina  113,883 

KPAQ Industries Saint Francisville Mill - Saint Francisville, Louisiana  178,500 

PCA Counce Mill - Counce, Tennessee  1,007,094 

PCA Valdosta Mill - Valdosta, Georgia  474,094 

RockTenn Fernandina Beach Mill - Fernandina Beach, Florida  940,336 

RockTenn Florence Mill - Florence, South Carolina  657,949 

RockTenn Hodge Mill - Hodge, Louisiana  669,373 

RockTenn Hopewell Mill - Hopewell, Virginia  435,539 

RockTenn Panama City Mill - Panama City, Florida  334,151 

RockTenn West Point Mill - West Point, Virginia  14,280 

 Kraftliner Mills, US South  17,140,597 


